By using a result of M. Furuta concerning the homology cobordism group of homology 3-spheres, we give an infinite family of topologically slice knots which are linearly independent in the smooth knot-cobordism group.
Introduction
A knot is a smooth embedding of S' into S3 (with orientations of both S' and S3 fixed). Two knots Ko. K1 : S' -+ S3 are said to be smoothly (respectively topologically ) cobordant if there is a smooth (respectively locally-flat topological) embedding of an annulus f : S' x Z L-, S3 x Z such that f-'(S3 x {i)) = S' x {i) and f/S' x {i} = Ki (as a map from S' to S3), for i = 0.1. Two knots &, KI are said to be ~gehr~c~ly cobordant if they have Seifert matrices VO, VI such that VO @ -VI vanishes on a subspace of half rank. These three cobordism relations of knots are equivalence relations. We denote by &FF (respectively ICTOP,KALG) the set of smooth (respectively topological, algebraic) cobordism classes of knots. This set P&m (respectively K&p, &,G) is actually endowed with an Abelian group structure under the operation of band-connected sum, denoted #, and every knot in the identity class is said to be smoothly (respectively topologically, algebraically) slice. 
A c&&n moduli space of seif-dual V-cunnecticms
In this section we survey a work of Furuta [6] on a certain moduli space of self-dual V-connections.
We review his construction in the case of &-homology cobordism group of &-homology 3-spheres. Remark.
( 1) The Fintushel-Stem invariant R( al,. . . , a,) [ 41 is defined by:
(2) The space @Pe is the one-point space {point}.
Proof of Theorem 1
Now, we prove our main theorem.
Notation. Let K be a knot in S3 and .T a closed 3-manifold. For a negative integer r < 0, we define the connected sum N'K (respectively #'Z) of r copies of K (respectively 2) to be the usual connected sum #I'] ( -K* ) (respectively #]'I ( -2) ) of I rl copies of -K* (respectively -Z), where -K* is the mirror image of K with reversed string orientation and -2 is the manifold 2 with reversed orientation. Similar-y, for a negative integer r < 0, we define the disjoint union u' 2 of r copies of 2 to be the usual disjoint union u"'(-Z) of Irl copies of -2. with preferred orientation (cf. [ 21) . Then the double branched covering of S3 branched over the connected sum:
is also the connected sum:
Since K is smoothly slice by the assump~on, J$ bounds a certain &-acyclic smooth 4-manifold . , Z;n_1 satisfy the assumption of Theorem 2. Then, the moduli space MS has properties (l)-( 3) of Theorem 2. Since it follows by calculation similar to that in [4] that R(2m+ 1,4m+ 1,4m+3) = 1, themodulispace MS turns out to be a finite disjoint union of St or [0, I] and thus the number of singular points of Ma must be even. On the other hand, it is shown by using the universal coefficient theorem that the group HI ( W; Z) is of odd order. By Theorem 2( 3), the number (u(e) = }Ht ( W; Z) 1 of singular points of Ma must be odd. This is a contradiction, which completes the proof of Theorem 1.
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